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Questions we have from the July 21 Webinar.
‐

As a MSEM We track non incented ECM’s. Will having a building in the P4P program now void non incented
ECM’s? If we have all our buildings in P4P how can we demonstrate non incented ECM’s?

‐

If a 5% savings is not achieved, then we are still paid out for the kWh saved?

‐

With existing projects that are incented by the IESO Retrofit program that will be completed after the launch of
this program.

‐

Expansion projects: if a building is expanded, can a new baseline be established? Ie: Majour renovations/repairs
will drive consumption up during time of construction, can this be accounted for or taken into consideration (no
penalty for increased electrical consumption)?

‐

Is there a reestablishment of the baseline consumption at the end of year 1 kWh, or are years 2‐3‐4 based off
the original baseline kWh consumption?
o For example if a building is benchmarked at 1,000,000 kwh per year and an ECM is completed that saves
200,000 kwh per year. Does the building get paid out every year for 4 years on 200,000 x .04$/kwh?
That would be $8000 per year for 4 years, Or does the baseline get reset every year so year two starts at
800,000 and any savings realized in that year are paid out not including the year one ECM?

‐

Aggregated consumption for multiple smaller buildings should be considered as for a multi‐site customer this
will add up to big savings especially for multi‐unit residential customers such as ourselves.

‐

2,000,000 is too high of a per building consumption unless this EKWH with combined natural gas usage. If it is
just Electrical we Suggest 1,000,000 per building or as above an aggregate of buildings to total 1,000,000.
o We have many sites where we have several buildings below 1,000,000 each but as a whole site can
exceed 5,000,000 kwh.

‐

Power generation (Co‐gen) currently is incented at $0.20/kWh. Through the Process & Systems program, there is
only a $0.04/kWh incentive in the P4P program. It was mentioned in the webinar that CHP has not been
considered yet. Will it be possible to have a building in P4P with a separate Process & Systems application?

Thank you.
Danny Smith
Energy Manager
CLV Group Inc.
485 Bank Street, Suite 200
Ottawa, ON K2P 1Z2
w www.clvgroup.com
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